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Costs rise with energy surcharge...
by Susan Leonard
Staff Writer
OPEC oil prices are making an impact at
UMO this semester in the form of. $10
energy surcharge approved July 25 by the
Board of Trustees along with the university
budget.
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy proposed
the fee after it became apparent that the
state's 10 percent budget allowance for
inflationary effects would not cover the
sharp increase in fuel costs.
"Approximately $300,000 extra was
needed," but the charge was not included
In tuition because "the tuition rate had

by Debbie Haack
Staff Writer

over
itate
new

Tuition for students enrolled in four-year
programs at UMO has almost doubled In
the past ten years, sources at the UMO
business office said. Both resident and
non-resident students have been affected
by the increases.
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees voted last spring to raise
out-of-state tuition as part of a four-year
plan to raise the price for non-residents to
100 percent of costs by 1980-81. The board
did not raise the tuition rate for resident
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"dearly the result of higher oil prices," degrees lower than last year.
and it was "reasonable to conclude the
board felt it was a one-time charge. The
extra fee MB be absorbed "lathe future by
Brown said the University will eamdtect
increased tuition coats but it now "dram- an allergy allay through the Chanctiloes
atizes the cost of energy to students," he 'staff
added.
Conversion to coal will be looked at sod
Kominsky said the fee, which raised
3171,000 on the UMO campus and the cost of earrersloa weighed win*
$360,000 system-wide, would probably increasing energy costs. Today air emishave to be collected next semester since sions standards mast be met mandating
the "installation of expensive scrabbles
tuition has been set for the year.
In addition to raising extra funds to pay equip:neat," Brown said.
increased fuel costs, conservation efforts
The Orono steam plant was ocillitanT
will be made. Classrooms and dormitories
run on coal.
will be kept at 65 degrees Farenheit, three

...tuition...

will
'tor,
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qing

been fixed and a majority felt that we
shouldn't change the tuition," said Francis
Brown, chairman of the board.
Trustee Susan Kaminsky said inclusion
of the fee in the tuition rate had sot been
offered as an afteraative. As the only
trustee to vote against the budget,
KolldnohY objected to the ellectlY ourcharge saying it could set a "dangerous
precedent. I don't think that every time the
budget falls short extra fees should be
tacked on."
The tuition rates "look elusive" when
there are four or five other fees attached,
she added.
Brown said the energy surcharge was

(// y.c.4%t 43.decc.e.AvY)

students.

7211770N //1/612.,-;5-

But those taking 12 credits this semester
will be paying more than resident students
taking the same course load last semester. According to business office personnel,
any student—a degree candidate or
not—will be charged full resident tuition
this semester.

12,600

Last semester, students registered for 15
credit hours and above were charged full
tuition, and those registered for only 12
credits were charged $30 per credit-387
less than they will pay this semester.
[see *TUITION back page]

$2,476

$2,263

S2,050

... and room and board

$1,750
$I,650
SI _550

by Anne Lucey
Staff Writer

We're his the worst," he said referring
to the Inflation rate of items in the office's
budget.
The cost ofliving has hit the cost of room
Compared to the cost of living index, a
and board. again.
measure of the average price change of a
For the second time in two years, the fixed "market basket" of consumer goods
office of Residential Life requested a price
and cervices, the room and board fee has
hike to be approved by the board of risen since 1967 to the same plus - 200
trustees, the late* of $150 bringing the
percent level.
room and board fee to $1855.
But the latest increase in the room and
The Increase, nine percent over last board price tag "might not be enough,"
year's S1705,is due to the rising price of oil according to Moriarty, who said there may
and food, said Ross Moriarty, director of be another increase for spring semester,
Residential Life.
which-could come as a surcharge.
[see *HOUSING back page)
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(commentary
I So ya wanna be a collegefreshman,huh?
, Next to basic training in the armed forces there are
probably few experiences in life as humiliating as being
a first semester freshman. After spending two or three
years arduously clawing your way to the top of the heap
In high school you suddenly discover it's proving time
once more. Again you're at the bottom of the pile,
green, i rookie, bereft of knowledge, friends, and
familiar surroundings, left alone to fend for yourself in
the wilds of Orono(Moonless night. Lone wolf howls in
the backround). Although these are about 2,000 other
freshmen you can commiserate with, since embody
knows anyone else, everyone suffers the bampy
adjustmeM alone, convinced that every other freshman
Is happy and having a great time.
Everyone has a quota of climb things to do at a first
semester freshman. Naturally, you sever realize it's a
dumb thing satil sometime later. Most people don't
teed to talk about their little mistakes so every=
believes that he or she is the only one who does dumb
en& this adds to. feel* of isolation and
=Less

No matter how good the food is or anything else
is--complain.
Don't brag you're a first semester freshman and you
have signed up for genetics, differential equations,
microwave engineering, silvics, and Russian literature.
You may find yourself toeing carried out on a stretcher
around Thanksgiving time.
Be sure you have your winter jacket and long undies
handy after October break (An ominous warning).
Now, three of the most important facts(Tape these
Inside your 81D 1 book):
1. October break is October 25, 26, 27, and 28. Hang
in there.
2. Moslems make pilgrimage to Mecca. The faithful
go to Lourdes. The folks at Uhf0 go to Pees, a pima
eatery on MI Street, where the dock stopped in 1953.
The interior decor is pure "Happy Days.' Pat still
wanders around ia a white sprat covered with flour and
they still punch the vent holes is the pizza boxes with a
the first day? (The answer: so nobody breaks them.)
pencil. Who says =temporary America Is all plastic
Each Individual will just have to wrestle with these
and homogenised?
have
freshmen
most
quad=
as
countless others have before you.
Unfortunately or fortunately,
3. McDould's (plastic sad homogealned) is on the
Finally, there are some bits of advice that come from
oily a vague idea of what college is like or what you do
corner of College Avenue and Stillwater. They're apse
pretty
—
collators
years
of
nada
experience.
For
Society
example,
except
for
a
American
few
college.
is
till midnight Sunday through Tharday and until 1 a.m.
courses like Eaglish and math you don't seed to Wag
hoeing places and only pays situation to them when
Friday and Saturday.
year books to dais.
students are holden the dean hostage or when a new
• The above is neither toadish,or exhausdve. Figure
sweeps
the
.
goldfish
You
and
buy
sivailowiag
shampoo
and
or
shoe
laces
at
the
streaking
bookstore
fad like
If you closet Wad paying list price. Otherwise,leap Is - there are at least seven any Importeat *imp I've
setion's esappeass. For mode freshmen, petcollege
fregolles to tell yrs.
three-Mlles sway on Stillwater Averts*.
oseceptions of college =se keit having sees John
Tow task is set out for you. Tonight you will each gat
You've got to write down most thins professors any
Behrshi is "Animal House" and An ft*idas-sad
an extra ratios ofarmed peacheesad three doses extra
beware yew never!sow what's going to be on the test,
Ronald Magee "Winter Carsival." Most fleshless
Garbles =eds. Tape is two hoses. Tomorrow we'll hit
lies illorary beep.. test file for some courses. That
are also deludedirith half•traths that were foisted upon
the beaches hi three waves. The first groap•wil board
meawsorseralikeep
old tests on Ms and you can look at
them at orientation. Most have the ides that the
the toadies craft at Met lees systehroales our them. la
reboot this was cheating. Is college dile
University is some sort of benevolent YMCA-Country
snitches. it's now IMO.-(Mod lack.
Is ,
. I don't
l bee why.
Club where you go flout :wild party to wild party.
Most of these delusions will burst like soap bubbles
in about a week. What will remain are the hard facts
about UMO the questions that upperdassmen have
grappled with and eventually have resigned themselves
to after many semesters. Namely:
Why do they serve peanut butter in little paper tubs?
Why are the semesters called "fall" and "spring"
when the majority-of time in both is winter?
Why do they call the tests "prelims?"
Why do they shut the elevators in the dorms off after

Ron
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Editor's note

Game plan
Hi. I'm Dan Warren.

Customer service
Guineas World Book of Records, where
are you?
For probably the eight zillionth time in
UMO's illustrious 110-year history,
students have had to pig-pile on each
other trying to buy books the first few
days of school.
What is the record for most students
crammed into a college bookstore?
Any institution, public or private, truly
interested in serving its customers,
provides top-notch service. The folks at
the textbook annex strike out on this one.
Why can't they increase the number of
available checkout lines? Put cash

registers in their side offices? Set qp
registers in the parking lot, under a
canopy perhaps? Or better regulate the
hours and number of persons allowed
inside?
We're not business experts. We don't
know the answers. But we hope the
people in charge will do something to
reduce the inconvenience caused their
customers—the students. How long would
McDonald's last if it made people wait a
half an hour or more to purchase a
product?
Bookstore Manager Tom Cole might
benefit from taking Ba 123— Principles
of Management and Organization.

New kid in town
So Howard Neville is gone. One
Kenneth W.Allen is now warming
Alumni Hall's throne for electric chair,
depending on how you regard-the UMO
presidency).
Whether you liked Neville or not, you
might agree this changbig of the guard is
timely. Neville was a bright man,but his
job-hunting and reclusive nature lowered
(=spin morale.
Fortunately, Allen is largely Neville's
opposite. Hes an outgoing guy who can
mobilize student support. He's an
alumnus who might be able to pry open
sane wallets Neville couldn't. And,above
all, he's a Maine boy,raised in Eestport.

Our provincial, slap-'em-on-the-back
state legislature might be more receptive
to him than Neville, who refused several
invitations to be tarred and feathered at
the statehouse.
Allen's term as acting president expires
June 30. The search committee and
chancellor by then will have picked a
permanent president. It might be Allen.
In the next 10 months, he will have his
hands full. This is not a grand year to be
head of UMO;
Energy will be scarce and costly,
Inflation a scourge, and legislative
funding tight.
But Allen's credentials appear to fit the

A committee picked me to be editor of this paper for
the fall.
Nobody ran against me. I still thought the committee
was generous, though.
We are going to publish five times a week beginning
next Tuesday. 1 advise you to read the paper cover to
cover every morning. I also advise pimple to band thee
heads against a wall. In both cases, they feel much
better when they're done.
We want to inform you, entertain you and
occasionally lead you. We'll get into some heavy stuff,
like how much they pay your professors and whether
this place is run as well as it should be. But we'll also
have some fun. We'll do stories on student sex habits
and scholastic habits, and we'll do stories on how police
want to dean up campus drugs and drinking habits.
We'll have our first-ever investigative team, the
Public Awareness staff, to keep people on their toes
when need be. We'll have a columns to handle
consumer gripes. And we'll have one page of state,
national and international news each day.
We don't think you should go four years without
hearing from the outside world.
We'll also have a weekly column on what is
happening at other New England colleges and a weekly
column on what happened at UMO 10 years ago.
We also hope to broaden oui.;elven. We finally have
realized UMO is more than the journalism department
and the College of Arts and Sciences.
We want writers from all over campus to write about
subjects all over campus.
And we want to hear from faculty administrators and
staff workers in regular editorial page columns.
Page four and five belong to you, too. Our letters
space,"Up On Your Soapbox," will give you a chance
to respond when we or someone else has kicked sand in
your face. And when we feel sand has been kicked in
the student's faces, we'll do something; we are
instituting an editorial page honor called "Employee of
the Month." Burger King and K-Mart do it. Why can't
we? The award will recognize the heroes and the
bumblers of UMO. Your nominees are welcome.
Above all, we will be a college newspaper for college
students. We'll continue to cover the serious issues
affecting the professors and the administration, but our
front page won') look like a Teamster's newsletter.
The Maine Canopus is your newspaper. Often it will
be as good as you make it. If we screw up, tell us. If
we're missing important stories, tell us. If we're
distorting something or giving misinformation, let us
know.
End of pep talk. Welcome back. Have a nice
semester, and let us hear from you.
_
You know me. Now let me know you.

job: doctorate in zoology(impressive to
those of us who couldn't pass Bio 1); and
terms as acting president at UMaiiie's
Portland and Augusta campuses.
Reaction to him thus far has been good.
Students hie him. He's visible. We again
know who our president is.
Whether Ken Allen can retain him high
Gallup ratings through the daily crises
he'll face is unknown.
But so far the wedding and reception.
have been good.
Wejoin the university community in
hoisting our glass to him. Here's hoping
the honeymoon isn't a abort one.
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UP ON YOUR SOAPBOX

Mad at the World?
Good.
Get up on your soapbox
and shout about It.

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the
editor. Please keep them brief and type
them double-spaced. We may have to edit
letters for spece, clarity, taste, style,
accuracy or libel. Send them to us at Selo,
7A, Lord Hall, Orono, Maine 0449. Please
include signature, phone number and
address. Names withheld in special
circumstances.

r

- 5-sense
by
Anne Lneey

Ever since the uniformed employees on
the TV commercial sang,"We do it all for
you,"! believed in McDonald's. I had an
enormous amount of faith in the Big Macs,
great trust in the French Fries, remarkable
loyalty to the Strawberry Shakes and an
unfaltering confidence in the Hot Apple
Pies.
I felt good about the golden-arched,
spic-and-span dining-roomed, red-bricked
fast food chain. In short, I adored the
change-back-from-your-dollar meals.
Alas, those days are gone forever: a
hamburger, bag of fries and shake now

cost $1.32. Rather than receive change, I
am forced to fork over additional change.
However, the burger empire is doing its
part in the anti-inflation fight.
Multi-millionaire Ray Kroc has reduced
the price of the formerly 43 cent greasy
delicacita by 10 percent, or five cents.
"And," as Kroc asks,"how many prices
do you see going down these days 1"
Thus Kroc has challenged me with a
new problem: I can't decide what to do
with the nickel I don't have to give the
uniformed ckrk. When the word of that
price deduction reached my ears, my mind
wandered. I could be a nicklenairel
I could now afford a half hour with the
parking meter...and a burger, too.
Meals could be grand with two pieces :7f.
"penny candy" for dessert after a burger.
Imagine the deposit I could pay on a can
of sods to accompany my burger.
My compact car could travel threequarters of a mile closer to a McDonald's
with the extra gas allocation.
Envisage the menu I could reproduce on
the Xerox machine in the Fogler Library in
memory of a burger.
Think of the five "penny for your
thoughts" I could purchase to mull over
while consuming my franchised sandwich.
of all. I could obtain a bonus
But,
rger with the acquisition of seven others.
My faith has been restored.

SALT-less food for thought
To the Editor:
Regarding the SALT talks and the
problem of disarmament, I would like to
bring some questions and ideas to your
attention.
What hope do we have that the SALT
talks can lead the way to world disarmament when the negotiators themselves are

Hillel plans sabbath service
To the editor:
As the University of Maine begins its
new academic year — HITel at UMO
prepares to end the year 5739 and
celebrate the birth of the year 5740.
September is a busy month for everyone,

Prison
pen pal
To the Editor:
To whom it may concern: I am now
incarcerated at the federal prison in
Butner, North Carolina. I don't have
any people and I would like to start a
correspondence with any student
that would wish to start a pen pal
relationship. My name is as follows:

so for the Jewish students at UMO,
preparations for the new year mean more
than attending new classes.
Hillel will be offering several opportunities for Jewish students and faculty to
join together. Starting Sept. 7, and every
Friday thereafter, there will be an informal
sabbath service and kiddush at 4:30 p.m. in
Drummond Chapel in the Memorial Union.
Sept. 16th will be the Welcome Bagel
Brunch in the Ford Room of the Memorial
Union at 11:00 a.m. Sept. 23 and 24th, the
Jewish students are invited to join the
members of Temple Israel in Old Town for
High Holiday Services.
It is hoped that the Jewish Community of
UMO will support Millers efforts. The
traditions of home cannot be duplicated in
a University setting, but the warm hand of
friendship will be extended to everyone
joining together on the Sabbath in
Drummond Chapel, or for the Sunday
Brunch in the Ford Room.
Thank you
Millet Members

Jimmy Reachard
Po.1000 96990
State Unit
Butner, North Carolina
27509

the very naticas who have armed the
planet to the teeth, sad will oratinee to do
so eves after as agreement?
Man must now abed like the plasm
those things conducive to war: nations/ism,
militaristic pride, the fair of being seas as
a weak nation and a face-saving masiality.
Governnsasts fostering those mast change.
The Earth's future is so longer safe in their
hands.In their hands the SALT talks would
drag on 'till 1989, when probably the chief
topic would be an advanced "small.natioe
buster." bomb.
The same absurdity exists in the 1979
talks, though we have only "advanced"
from blockbuster to cityhuster to metrobuster. Evidently the axiom here is this: no
matter how destructive the weapons
become, they will still sit down and calmly
bargain points over them as though they
were firecrackers, still vainly seeking
vantage in military will 'o the wisps.
Some new global force must interpose
itself between the nuclear powers. It must
represent all the people of the planet and
be above politics, economics and religion,
and command the trust and respect of all.
Some steps in this direction could be:
'1. An international union of environmental groups—an Earth Union.
2. A center of capital, and a yearly
congress of representatives of national
groups.
3. World citizenship
4. A seat on the U.N. council for the
Earth Union.
5. Academies of Peace and universities
of alternatives to war. The study of peace
will replace the study of war.
6. A greatly expanded code of international law, with a Supreme Court of Earth,
and district courts throughout the world.
Yours truly
George T. Chalden
Los Angeles, Cal.

The pluses and minuses ofgrading
Proposals to refine academic grading policies by adding plus and
minus signs to letter grades are
provoking considerable interest—
and controversy—at several universities this year.
Advocates of the change say their
goal is to evaluate students more
thoroughly and more accurately.
They also say the finer distinctions
may tend to reduce overall gradepoint averages somewhat, thus
helping to curb "grade Inflation."
Opponents of the idea maintain it
would unnecessarily complicate their
grading decisions, that it would be
unrealistic to appraise students'
efforts so precisely, and that grade
inflation probably depends less on
grading itself than it does on policies
that allow students to drop courses
without penalty well into the academic term.
Under the plus-minus proposals,
letter grades ranging from A to F,

which are generally worth whole
units on a scale from 4.0 to 0, would
be supplemented with intermediate
grades valued at 3.7 for A-minus, 3.3
for B-plus, 2.7 for B-minus, and so
on. As a rule, the lowest passing
grade for a course would be
D-minas, worth 0.7 on the 4-point
scale.
Teachers who favor a change to
plus-minus grading speak of being
frustrated when trying to determine
fair grades for borderline students
without depreciating the grades of
students who earn them more
convincingly.
For example, Robert H. Kane,
associate professor of philosophy at
Texas, cites the case of two students
in the B range, one with an 80
percent average in a course and
another with an 88. "I have to give
them both B's" Kane says, "but the
difference in the quality of their work
is tremendous."
Under the present system, he
explains, professors feel great pres-
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sure to give borderline students the
higher of two letter grades.
"It's a judgement call," he says.
"They're right on the borderline,
they need the higher grade, and so
what are you going to do? If I have
student right in the middle, I tend to
give him the benefit of the doubt. I
think every professor is under great
pressure to do the same.
At North Dakota, Norton D.
Kinghorn, director of freshman
English, says it is neither practical
nor necessary to "cut a grade that
fine" in his discipline. He says be
encourages instructors to "keep all
the students writing throughout the
semester" and to give greater
weight to their latest efforts. To his
own students he says: "You're as
good as your last paper."
by RobertL. Jacobsen
This column was excerpted from
Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Jewelers burglarized

Saturn explored

Hurricane moves
Miami-- Hurricane warnings remained in
effect yesterday along Florida's southeast
coast and the northeastern Bahamas.
Hurricane "David" was centered near
Vero Beach with winds up to 90 miles per
hour. Meanwhile, hurricane "Frederic,"
which was reported to be moving westnorthwest at 12 miles per hour, continued
to pound away at the Caribbean Islands.

Mountain View, Ca. -- "Pioneer Eleven"
survived its passage through Saturn's
rings, and scientists said yesterday that,
although radio interference apparently
disrupted some information about the
moon Titan,five good photographs of Than
were transmitted successfully.

Chicage, ill. -- Chicago police said thieves
broke into a downtown building over the
weekend and stole more than one million
dollars in jewelry from two wholesale
jewelers. The owner of one store said the
burglars broke into an adjacent sixth-floor
suite, then chopped a hole in the wall to
enter the shop.

Guerillas ousted

Cyclist finishes

Mahabad, Iran -- Officials for the Iranian
government said yesterday its troops used
tanks, jet fighters and helicopters to take
control of the Kurdish city of Mahabad.
Although division commanders said on
the state radio that government troops
were "welcomed by the people," most
reporters said the guerilla forces and most
of the city's population withdrew into
surrounding hills.

Waterville -- A former Pittsfield teacher
has finished a 52-hundred-mile bicycle trip
from California to Maine. Twenty-eightyear-old Bill Mehls, former music teacher
for the Pittsfield School System, said his
trip took 73 "riding days," with week-long
breaks interspersed.

OLD T1

N.H. oil spills

Beauty and the beasts

Wire
news
Murderer convicted

Newington, N.H. -- Coast Guard officials
said that some of the ten thousand gallons
of heavy oil from Saturday's oil spill on the
Piscataqua River has begun to wash up on
the river's shore.
The oil was spilled as it was being
transferred from a tanker to the Sprague
Energy Terminal in Washington.
The owner ofthe tanker "New Concord"
out of Liberia, hired a Boston-contractor to
clean the oil from the river and its Maine
and New Hampshire banks, and the Coast
Guard reports about nine-thousand gallons
have been recovered.
But the Coast Guard said splotches of
the heavy oil have spread along the entire
length of the river.

Police searching.

Skowhegan -- A 24-year-old Skowegan man
has been found guilty of attempted murder
and assault with a dangerous weapon upon Deer Park, Tx. -- The search continues for
two people missing in an explosion of an
a woman and her six-year-old daughter.
George Arnold, Jr., was convicted of oil tanker in the Houston Ship Channel
assault with a dangerous weapon Saturday Saturday. The body of one other person
in Somerset County Superior Court. Arnold who had been unaccounted for was
was charged with attacking Mary Goss and found _Sunday.
her daughter, 'Irma, in her trailer living
An investigation of the explosion,
room last December. Arnold will be apparently touched off by lightning, gets
sentenced September 14.
under way today.
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Campuses defended

Plane crashes
Nice, France -- French officials said
yesterday a Danish passenger plane
crashed into the Mediterranean as it
prepared to land at the airport in Nice. It's
not known whether there were any
survivors among the eleven people on
board. The plane was on a flight from
Coventry, England.

Boat people accepted
Manilla --The largest group of Vietnamese
refugees rescued by the U.S. Navy's
Seventh Fleet arrived yesterday at the
Subic Bay Military Base in the Philippines.
The 154 "boat people" will probably be
resettled in the U.S. President Carter has
ordered that all refugees picked up by U.S.

The UMaine board of trustees has
defended the autonomy of the university
system's two northern campuses at
Presque Isle and Fort Kent.
A report against consolidating the two
campuses was unanimously approved by
the trustees, and the issue is not expected
to arise again.
The report approved by the board
concluded:
—One president for both campuses is
unsatisfactory because it would minimize
contact between "those who administer
and those administered."
—It would not be cost effective to
operate Fort Kent as a junior college.
—Both of the northern campuses employ
competent faculty.
— Winter travel conditions could make
joint faculty assignments difficult.
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'Quality Stereo at the Right Price'
35 Male St.
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!49,500.

Orono,Me.

LET'S GET AQUAINTED!

I

UNIVERSITY HI-Fl has come to ORONO. We offer music systems and accessories for student pocketbooks.
Come and enjoy our equipment with'hands on'demonstrations.UNIVERSITY HI-Fl is a shop where salespeople
know what they're talking about. You won't find high pressure sales here.SAVE gas! Walk to downtown
ORONO. We'll even deliver on campus. Hope to see you soon.
TWO GREAT SOUNDING SYSTEMS WE'D RECOMMEND
SUPER STARTER SYSTEM
THE DORM SYSTEM
Ken wood 2090 Receiver
Pioneer 580 Receiver
16 Watts per channel at.05%
20 Watts per channel at.3%
BSR automatic turntable
Kenwood 1500 turntable
KLH CLASSIC JR.SPEAKERS
with auto lift and grado cartridge
list $475
$299
KLH Classic I Speakers
list $660
$398
SPECIAL SAVINGS
PIONEER 780 - $218
DISCWASHER SYSTEM - $13.50
EPI 100SPEAKERS,$99 ea.
PIONEER 518 Direct Drive table.$145

PIONEER 205 HEADPHONES - $24.
KLH CLASSIC I SPEAKERS - $149/pr.
TDK SAC-904PAK -$14.95
PIONEER C&F 500 CASSETTE - $149

Come hear a demonstartion of the VLSONICK 6000 mini-speakers with a sub-woofer.
It's a state of ther the art system for tight spaces.
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The Maine Campus needs
typesetters apply at Maine Campus
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office Suite 7a Lord Hall
OLD TOWN
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Lovely 4 bedroom home with 1%
bath, dining room, living room and
fireplace. Enclosed seasonal porch, 2
balconys. Beautiful PA acre lot with
many fruit trees. 560,000.

PICTURE THESE FINE ITEMS IN
YOUR ROOM.
EMYT.f
mugs
glassware
calenders
gifts
bulletin boards
it jewelry
posters
knick knacks
prints
We have a storeful of
cards
stationary nice ways to say
WELCOME BACK!!
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
23 Main St., Bangor

lp

BEVT'S

Welcomes all students,faculty

and staff back to campus.
Benoits is ready to serve with quality
clothes at sensible prices...
For men and women.

Costume and Theatrical Rental
has
ersity
s at

e two
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ected

board
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imize
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AT THE BANGOR MALL

FANNY'S a
OLD TOWN
Well-kept and well-built 4 bedroom
cape home with full basement even
under the garage. There is a living
and dining room, foyer, family and
game rooms in basement. 1 full bath
and 2 half baths, large lot. $65,000.

§ Antique
Attire
33 CENTRAL STREET BANGOR

T to
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make

warms
Nil OW
TV SAMS
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OLD TOWN
Three year old 3 bedroom ranch on a
132' X 132' lot with a stone wall.
BBHWH plus a brick fireplace with
heatalators and also a flue for a wood
stove or furnace in basement.
!49,500.

I.
Le

i
MILFORD
Just reduced the price to $42,500 on
this 4 or $ bedroom raised ranch.
Family room in basement. Goodsized
lot that goes to river. Great for
family.

In Old Town we have servers] 2
family and single family homes.
Some owners will finaate. Also we
have a special on a 3 bedroom ranch
with a 1% acre lot for !37,000. Please
call

Penobscot County
Real Estate
204 Stillwater Ave.
Oki Town, Me.
John R. deGaribody,Broker
827-3619
Agent: Helen Banta 827-3433
Broker: Richard Perm 827-3837

SPORTS ANNOUNCERS
Anyone interested in reporting,editing,or
announcing sports for WMEB-FM is invited t
attend an open meeting Mop.,Sept.10 at
7pm in 275 Stevens. If yopfiannot attend,
please contact Bob Salt at WMEB or call
581-7018

AMINAMMIS

The following items of property have been held unclaimed at the University of Maine
Department of Police and Safety, 166 College Avenue,Orono,Maine.Owners of any
items have five months to claim them at the Police and Safety office any time between
the hours of 8:00 a.m.and 4:00 p.m.Monday through Friday.Items must be
satisfactorily identified. All items unclaimed after five months will be sold at public
auction in accordance with MRSA Title 25,Section 3505.

BICYCLES

CALCULATORS

Boys K-Mart 10 speed
Boys Schwinn 5 speed
Boys Grant 1 speed
Girls Phillips 1 speed
Boys Raleigh 10 speed
Boys Grants 10 speed
Boys Armstrong 1 speed
Girls K-Mart 10 speed
Girls
Takers
10
Girls Takata 10 speed
Girls Sears 1 speed
Boys Phillips 1 speed
Boys Raleigh 10 speed
Boys Orford 1 speed
Boys Atala 10 speed
Boys Vista 10 speed
Boys Raleigh 10 speed
Girls Kent 1 speed
Boys Western Flyer 10 speed
Boys Sears 10 speed
Boys Peugeot 10 speed
Boys Schwinn 5 speed
Girls Raleigh 3 speed
Boys Hercules 3 speed
Girls Columbia 1 speed
Girls Raleigh 3 speed
Girls Phillips 3 speed
Boys Columbia 1 speed
Boys All Pro I speed
Boys Armstrong 3 speed
Boys Weston Flyer I speed
Girls Royce Union 10 speed
Boys Hercules 5 speed
Boys Rollfest 1 speed
Boys Unknown 3 speed

Two (2) Texas Instruments
One (1) National Semiconductor
One (1) Casio
One (1) Radio Shack

MISCELLANEOUS
Portable sewing machine
Automatic toaster
Toaster oven-broiler
Tennis rackets (3)
Speakers (3)
Electric curler set
Mr. Hermon School ring
Wendell Caceres School ring
Two (2) mess watches
Various items of clothing
Bicycie accessories
Cosmetic.' case
Carryrag bags (2)
Automobile accessories
Motorcycle helmet
Unicycle
One (1) pair glasses
First Aid kit

'
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Milestone ARMpact netspay hike
by TaniSny Eves and Tim McCloskey

-

University officiab and facility played
tug-of-war over salaries and benefits forts
months before presenting the board of
Imams with a coOtract that satisfied both
sides.
That contract, the first ever for the
University's teachers, was approved overwhelmingly by faculty union members in
August and was given final approval by the
trustees last week.
Thil,two-year contract calls for an 8.5
percent pay hike for the first year and nine
percent for the second, along with other
benefits.
Still, the raise is less than the Associated
Faculties of the University of Maine had
originally hoped, but trustee Chairman
Francis Brown believes the results art
"reasonably good."
"I've never heard anyone say flatly they
were overpaid," Brown said.
He said the raised salaries will "certainly be helpful" in discouraging faculty
flight from UMO, and he added the
University has not lost is many teachers as
some believe.
"We've lost some faculty, but nowhere
near the figures-people predicted," Brown
said.
He explained younger faculty members
are more likely to leave Maine for better
paying jobs.
'"They feel the greatest pressure," he
said. "The older faculty members are less
likely to go somewhere else for $3,000
more a year" because they may want to
retire in Maine. "It's the younger ones
who are driven into doing something."
AFUM Chairmen Haig Najarian, from
the University of Southern Maine, said he
believes the financial aspects are not the

Most important part of the contract. What
Is important, he said, is that the teachers
now have input into decisions regarding
their working conditions—and it is in
contractual form.
The faculty's first contract also provides
a pool of approximately $300.000 which is
set aside for k "catch-up adjustment" and
intended to bring faculty salaries closer to
the national average. The _ "catch-up
adjustment" is computed by a formula
based on the total number of faculty years
of service from 1970 to 1978. The pool is
divided by the total faculty years and each
faculty member -will receive a salary
increase equal to the number of years he or
she has served the University from 1970 to
1978 times the year dollar value.
A fund of $25,000 is also set aside for
affirmative action and equal employment
opportunity complaints.
The faculty contract also provides:
—a new health plan. The plan will utilize
Blue Cross/Blue Shield as well as the old
Union Mutual coverage.
—a tuition waiver. Spouse and or
dependents of faculty will have a one half
tuition waiver provided they are fulltime
students.
—a new grievance procedure. The new
procedure includes binding arbitration and
time limitation for settlement.
Professor James Wolfhagen, of the
Chemistry Department, and the president
of the local chapter of the M.T.A., said
"We (the faculty) are hoping to work
amicably with the administration in
implementing the contract."

negotiated a contract, but the process is
not over for them. The agreement is for two
years and then a new contract must be
approved by the Board of Trustees.
"We're negotiating all the time with
some unit anyway," Brown said.
And although it took more than a year to

reach an agreement be said "that's not
unusual with first contracts."
"It's the nature of the process—there's
a built-in slowness to the system," Brown
said and added, "1 think the faculty acted
very responsibly. I think it Penves collective
bargaining works."

Our News IsSomething
To CheerAbout!

Whether you are a commuter or living on
Orono campus,the BANGOR DAILY
'‘INhe
"
NEWS is for you every day.Since you'll be
living and going to school in the Bangor
.
)
4ii‘
area, you should become aware of the
new town in which you live and UMO
happenings.
Start your NEWS
subscription today!

014

•1614
IIAS
W

For a semester subscription
just fill out the coupon below

"Now what happens is under contract,"
he said. "Whatever say (the faculty have)
is considerably more now than before."

Your dorm
mor
mahil.
o me delivery will start
immediately.
Name
Phone
IAddress
Room
Apt.

The faculty are now the fourth University
bargaining unit to have successfully
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STUDENTS
YOU CAN HAVE THE

•

Vtoton

Arts & Soles
(A&S)
Bangor Corn
(BCC)

DELIVERED TO YOUR DORMITORY EVERY DAY

SPECIAL HALF-PRICE RATE TO
STUDENTS AT UM)
MORNING az SUNDAY
or
.00a week
NM IIM OM in NM Man MIDIn INIMINO OM MN lin MN I= alle MI
I

MI INN MI MI
i

11 NAME
I
iI ADDRESS
CHECK ISSUES WANTED:
I

I
1
1
i
i

I
I
MON-SAT&SUN iI
I

I
I
MON-SAT
I
iii si.mew gm asso 1115MIMINM NMINO11111 MIMIM.O.Inan ORM UM all

65c A WEEK
FOR TUE MORNING
40e A WEEK
FOR THE SUNDAY

Business Ad
(BA)
Education
(EDU)
Engineering
(E4fr.S)
Engineering
(SET)

Graduate Si
(ORD)

Life Science
(LSA)

Technical D
(TDL)

TOM KEVORKIAN
307 AROOSTOOK
581-7548

Onward
(0111)
Continuing
(CED)
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Hibernation over for the Maine bear
9

by Julia Frey
Staff Writer

ot

.'s
The bear is back.
For four years UMO's official mascot,
the Maine black bear, was missing from
mall, but on July 12 an 8-foot bronze
version of the black beast was erected.
The $18,000 bronze statue, weighing
1700 pounds, now looks out over the mall
just as its wooden predecessor had done
from 1962 to December 1975. It is located
at the north end of the mall.
The act,
, for the dedication of

ed

ye

the statue was on June 9, but the bronze
version was not ready on time. Instead, a
plaster model of the bear was sent from
Londonderry, N.H., where sculptress Patricia L. Verani was working on the bear
The plaster model was sent up just in tirn
for the dedication ceremony scheduled for
Alumni Weekend. It remained for the next
two weeks until the bronze bear arrived
Plans for purchasing a new UMO biae.
bear began in December 1975, after th
wooden bear was damaged by year, ..
exposure to Maine winters. That s
month, and on through the spring semes...r
of 1976, a student committe began fund

1

Fraternity house
renovates ram
Alpha Tau Omega's housing corporation
has agreed to fund an estimated $40,000 to
repair the house's sleeping area, damaged
by fire during Christmas vacation last year.
Repairs to ATO's "ram" were started at
the beginning of the summer by Conrad W.
Perry of Hermon. The job was completed
last week.
House President Charles Komar said the
blaze apparently started when a frayed
wire ignited a coiled safety rope in the ram.
He said the wire stretched from the ram to
a spotlight in a tree on ATO's lawn.
Although Perry said last winter's
damages totaled only about $22,000, the
cost of the repairs is estimated at $40,000,
due partially to the addition of wall-to-wall
carpeting and ceiling tiles in the ram.
Komar said that in addition to funding.
the repairs to the ram, the housing
corporation has agreed to eventually
refurnish the entire house.

This statue, hardly ferocious enough to
warrant the warning sign, was put up this
summer. The pedestal had been bare since
1976. The Maine Campus Bear Fund and
the late Wallace Humphrey, a UM
alumnus, paidfor it [Photo by Mitch Tarr].

raising for the new bear. Jeff Beebe li.rn
editor of the Maine Campus, put advertisements in the paper asking for donations.
He set a goal of $10,000 of which only
$1200 was raised. Beebe graduated and the
fund raising venture ended.
Later, Alan Lewis, director of the
Physical Plant, formed another committee
in hopes of gaining enough funds for a new
black bear. The $18,000 eventually was
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Wallace H.
Humphrey.

THE ORONO
Orono Mall,Stillwater Ave.
Woody Allen's latest comic
masterpiece. Not lust a song
of praise for the Big Apple,
but a touchingly bittersweet
story of where love has gone
Starring Allen, Diane Keaton,
Mariel Hemingway, Michael
Murphy, and Meryl Streep,
MANHATTAN s a very human "epic" about the difficulties of -coupling- in the
modern world.

WOODY ALLEN'S

Shown at 7 & 9pm.

Marlon Brando and Heria Schrwider ster in Bernardo Bertolucci's masterpiece r he mysteries
of love and the madness
of lust. A landmark film
in the history of movies
for its frankness, eroticism, and sheer power.
Shown at 7 & 9 pm.

University of Maine at Orono
Office of the Registrar
Add-and-Drop Procedures during the Add Drop Week
eWHILE WE DO NOT ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO CHANGE THEIR ENROLLMENT SCHEDULE ONCE INITIAL REGISTRATION

HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED, WE REAUZE THAT THERE ARE A MYRIAL OF LEGITIMATE REASONS WHY THE
ADD-AND-DROP PROCESS IS NECESSARY. THE FOLLOWING GENERAL GUIDELINES ARE OFFERED AS AN AID IN ADDING
AND/OR DROPPING COURSES DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES. MORE SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE IN YOUR DEAN'S OFFICE.

Arts & Sciences
(A&S)

Pick up add/drop form at 110
Stevens Hall.
Pick up add/drop form from your
Academic Advisor,

Bangor Conununity College
(BCC)

Your advisor for approval of your Ithe individual department in- 1 110 Steven Hall with completed
volved in your add/drop request. I form.
change in schedule.
Dean's Office, Bangor Hall, with
The instructor for approval for
completed form.
each course being added or
dropped.
12 South Steven with completed
Separate desk down the hall.
•
form

Business Administration
(BA)

Pick up add/drop form at 12
South Stevens Hail.

Education
(EDIT)

Pick up add/drop form in 1st floor
foyer, Shibles Hall.

Engineering & Science
(E&S)

Pick up add/drop form in your
major department's office.

Your Advisor for approval of your
change in schedule.

Engineering Technology
(SET)

Pick up add/drop form at 123
East Annex.
,

Your Advisor for approval of your
change in schedule.

The individual instructor for 123 East Annex, with completed
approval for each course added or form.
dropped.

Graduate School
(GRD)

Pick up add/drop form at 2
Winslow Hall or from your
Academic Advisor.
_.

Your Advisor for approval of Your
change in schedule.

The individual instructor for 2 Winslow Hall, with completed
approval to add or drop the form.
course.

Life Sciences & Agriculture
(LSA)

Pick up add/drop form from your
Academic Advisor,

The individual instructor for
approval to add or drop the
course.

106 Winslow Hall, with cornpleted form.

Pick up add/drop farm from your
, Aeademie Advisor. -

The individual instructor for
approval to add or drop the
course.

106 Winslow Hall, with com!Acted form.
.

Pick up add/drop form from your
Advisor at the Onward Building.
_

The individual Department in.
volved in the add/drop request.

Technical Division, LSA
(TDL)

Onward
(0TH)
Continuing Education Division
(CED)
,

Your Advisor for approval of your
change in schedule.

The individual department involved in your add/drop request.
The individual instructor for
approval for each course added or
. dropped.

.

First floor foyer Stibles Hall, with
completed form.
Dean's Office, 101 Barrows Hall,
with completed form.

The Onward Building with cornpleted form.

Registration hi CED courses is not planned or encouraged for undergraduate day students except under exceptional circumstances. Approval to take CED courses is secured personally first from the Dean of your college & second from the CED Director 14 Merrill Hall.
CED courses may only be added beginning on the fourth day of ADD/DROP week. _

TO FIND AN ADVISOR* DEPARTMENT
NOTE: THERE MAY BE OCCASIONS WHEN IT BECOMES DIFFICULT
REPORT TO YOUR DEAN'S OFFICE FOR
PLEASE
ARISE,
DIFFICULTIES
SUCH
REPRESENTATIVE OR INSTRUCTOR. SHOULD
'
ASSISTANCE. •
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Allen prospect for permanent UMO post
10

by Dan Warren
Staff Writer
As a UMO student from 1954 to 1956,
Ken Allen never saw the inside of the UMO
president's office. He was busy earning a
masters degree and r. ver had occasion to
visit then-President Arthur Hauck.
"Back then, students only went to the
president's office if they were in Senior
Skulls or in disciplinary trouble," Allen
chuckles. "1 was in neither."
Allen will be seeing the inside of that
second floor Alumni Hall quite often this
year, however, having been named acting
president until June 30, when a perrnanant
executive takes over. His predecessor,
Howard R. Neville, resigned this summer
to move to the top job at Alfred University,
Alfred, N.Y.
Being an acting president is not new to
Kenneth W. Allen, 49, and a native of
Eastport. During the 1977-79 school year,
Allen was acting president at the University's Augusta campus, and last school
year he was temporary administrator at the
University of Southern Maine, Portland
and tiorham. He holds a Ph.D. in zoology
from Rice Institute, now Rice University,
Houston, Tx.
"The last couple years have been
exciting for me," Allen said recently. "I'm
looking forwars to the challenges of acting
president at UM0....les time I started
looking for a full-time job. I guess," he
joked.
Allen, who graduated from Wheaton
(Ill.) College, said UMO is in "good
shape" and that "there are really no big
problems here at all." He did, however,
say UMO joins the rest of the U.S. in trying

to keep from being swallowed by inflation
and high energy prices.
"1 wish I could sit here in this chair and
tell you I have arrived here with the magic
answers," Allen said, "but 1 haven't....We
do need, 1 feel, creative 'alternatives,
though. By that I mean we can't say things
like,'We're going to get around the winter
fuel shortage by shutting down until March
1' or something like that. I don't think we
can come out and make statements like
that without knowing an awful lot about all
the options."
Allen, his khaki pants and paisley tie a
marked departure from the staid threepieced suits of his predecessor, will count
heavily on advice from a campus energy
committee he'll appoint
"Last year, we used about 7,000 barrels
of number six heating oil at $20 a barrel,"
Allen noted. "If we have to increase usage
at the current prices, well....We have to
pay the bills, you know." Allen said he
expects enough fuel to be available
through the winter, but thinks that an
intelligent person wouldn't bet money on
those Department of Energy assurances.
Like most Americans, Allen listed
inflation as Pub!ic Enemy Number One. He
said he will run the University like a
household and cut programs and services
when the squeezed budget no longer will
fund them.
"Oh, inflation, that's a ripper," Allen
snapped. 'We'll have to have careful
spending. We'll have to define priorities.
We'll have to look at our money supply."
Allen remained serious and confident
when talking about private fund raising
and legislative support. He said most
public schools need private money these

3students to be on search panel
by Andy Orcutt
Staff Writer
A University presidential search committee should be formed by the end of
September and should have a recommendation for UMO president to the
Chancellor by early spring, according to
the committee's spokesman.
James F. Horan, administrator of 4he
formation of the committee and a UMO
political science professor, said Chancellor
Patrick E. McCarthy would then make a
recommendation to the Board of Trustees.
Letters have been sent to various
constituents who will advise the formation
process of the search committee.
"Frankly, I've not met with the
chancellor to go over the procedures,"
Horan said, and the result has been a

standstill in negotiations.
Dr. Kenneth Allen, interim president
since July 26th, will insure smooth
functioning of the University of Maine at
Orono in a period when the University is
searching for a new president," Horan
added.
The 20-member search committee will,
consist of: 1 faculty member from each of
UMO's six colleges; 1 faculty member
elected by the Council of Colleges; 3
trustee; 2 general alumni; 1 member of the
Professional Employees Advisory Council;
1 member of the Classified Employees
Advisory Coucil; 1 member from the
Dean's Council; 1 member-at-large from
the Orono community, selected by the
chancellor; 1 member of the chancellor's
office liason; and 3 students.

e del
W

days and that Neville was an effective fund
raiser. He was also quick, however, to
acknowledge Neville had personality conflicts with UMaine Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy and some state legislators.
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students and campus media. He said he
expects to mingle more with students, and
in meetings with visitors, he generally has
avoided sitting behind his office desk,
preferring instead discussions be held in
easy chairs in a corner.

by Dave Prudde
Staff Writer
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"There were some differences, yes,"
between Neville and state leaders, Allen
recalled, "but I anticipate good relationships" with McCarthy and Augusta. He
said he would continue to seek alumni
support for education and projects such as
the proposed Performing Arts Center.
Allen is popular among many alumni
leaders and has spoken often at alumni
affairs.
Allen likely will apply for the permanent
position when the search process begins
later this fall, and likely will be a strong
candidate, as will Frederick E. Hutchinson,
vice president for research and public
service.Bangor Daily News story said Allen
was a "troubleshooter" for McCarthy and
sources close to the chancellor have said
Allen is "McCarthy's boy." If Allen is one
of the nominees forwarded to McCarthy by
the search committee, he will be chosen,
these administrators have predicted.
A recent WLBZ-TV editorial urged the
board of trustees to select as president, an
in-state resident, as are both Hutchinson
and Allen. And State Rep. Robert J. Barry,
a Fort Kent Deomocrat, has said legislators
might be receptive to lobbying from Allen,
who grew up in Maine and knows many
lawmakers.
Allen has appeared anxious to shun the
"recluse" image tagged on Neville by

Kenneth W.Allen

DUBAY AUTO PARTS
All types of automotive partsDomestic& Foreign
• 10 Mill St.Orono
Students showing college
ID. will receive Dealer's
Price Savings at
up to 40%!
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CHALLENGING AND STIMULATING POSITIONS
Student Legal Services:,
a service of Student Student Government
Positions Available:Paralegal
• Administrative Aide
Workstudy oriScholarship salary
15-20 hrs per week
No previous experience necessary
inquire Jonathan Smith
Student Legal Services
2nd Floor Memorial Union
Deadline for applications: Wednesday Sept. 12, 1979
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Station wagon attempts
to rundown pedestrian
by Dave Prudden
Staff Writer
University police over the summer were
occupied with investigation of a variety of
crimes.
A woman crossing the parking lot near
Shibles Hall was assaulted by a man
driving an automobile. The driver of the
red station wagon made two attempts !t
running her down. There are no suspects at
the time.
Two incidents occured on the bike path
this summer, the first involving a young
man "around college age," who exposed
himself to a woman bicycling on the path.
The second case involved a woman
walking on the path who was grabbed by
an unknown man.
A woman in Penobscot Hall was
awakened in her room by a man standing
looking out her window. When she asked
who it was, he said, "It's Gaylord," and

said he was looking for Mary Ann in 326.
She told him he was in the wrong room
after which lie apologized and left. Room
326 was occupied by two men at the time of
the incident.
Money theft cases reported were: a
wallet containing $25 was taken friim
Estabrooke Hall; $144 taken from a locker
in Memorial Gym; a wallet with $130 and a
set of car keys taken from the EnglishMath
building; another $60 taken from a gym
locker; $1399 in money and checks taken
from Boardman Hall; $280 taken from
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house; and
$111 of tuition from a weight watchers
class lifted from a table.
Other thefts reported were: three bicycle
wheels and two entire bicycles, a watch
from a player at the Texas Avenue tennis
courts; a temporary license plate from a
car; and a set of scales valued at $190 from
Aubert Hall.

THE WEATHERVANE'S MAJORING IN
JUNIOR FASHION THIS SEMESTER
Not to mention freshman fashion and sophomore
fashion,and senior fashion,too! And no matter
what kind of clothes you're into, The Weathervane's
got them all. From classic,
simplewoolens to sleek-andskinny designer jeans.
arm wooly sweaters to
barely-there dress-up
,dresses. From
functional to pure fun,
The Weathervane's
way ahead of the class,
so join us.Sign up
for fashion
this semester,
at

York Village apartments

Bangor Mall
And other stores throughout New England
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Drug,alcohol arrests
result in convictions
by Steve McGrath
Staff Writer

Two UMO students face correctional
center sentences, two others paid fines and
one other is awaiting seatencing after all
were found guilty in court cases over the
summer.
•William Bath of Kennebunk and David
Thornton of Melrose, Mass. went to trial
on May 16 in Penobscot County District
Court in Bangor for drug trafficking and
were found guilty. Both were sentenced to
2years in the Maine Correctional Center
/
11
in Windham, which was later reduced to 90
days. They will be on probation for two
years.
•Donald A. Tondreau, a sophomore from
Augusta, and Susan L. Cutting, a junior
from North Sebago, were arrested for
illegal sale of intoxicating alcohol at a St.
Patrick's Day party at Sigma Chi last
spring. Each paid 5.300 to have the charges
filed, which makes the cases inactive.
•Walter J. Cary, a senior from Needham,
Mass. and a bar manager at Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, was arrested last
February for selling a rum and coke to an
•

Wo

undercover liquor inspector. Cary was
found guilty in Penobscot County District
Court, appealed the decision and was
found guilty on Aug. 20 in Penobscot
County Superior Court. Announcement of
Cary's sentence is expected within the next
few weeks.

by Tim McClosk
Staff Writer

The University
hikes and increa5.
ranging- - from
depending upon
bargaining agent
The faculty.
Teachers Associ:
the board 8.5 pe
the fiscal year 19
The service a

Under Title 28, Cary will be fined
between 5300 and $500 and face a possible
jail sentence of not more than 30 days.
Bath and Thornton were arrested by
University police in an early morning
search of the Hannibal Hamlin Hall room
where the drugs were confiscated.
Police confiscated one pound, nine
ounces of marijuana, four one-ounce bags
of hashish, 475 amphetamine pills, $785
cash and a stolen University phone, that
police said was being used to make drug
deals.
The five arrests stem from a University
police tightening of drug and liquor law
enforcement.

••••••••••••-•-••-•••:•••••••••••••••-•,....••••Ax.,.....•••.••••.•........................................

Students tolerated long lines and humid weather in front of the weather in front of
the University Bookstore Annex Monday mnorning. The hot sun didn't wilt spirits or
prices as lines continued through the afternoon. [Photo by Bill Mason].

Hassummer sun &fun
taken its toll on your old
running shoes?

Beginning Tuesday

A daily
Maine Campus

Do your feet a favor and use this 15% off
°upon for a new pair at the Bangor Mall's
AthletleAttie
This ad and a UMO I.D.required
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Workers get contracts over summer
by Tim McCloskey
Staff Writer
The University employees received pay
hikes and increased benefits this summer,
raitging' from seven, •to 11 percent,
depending upon the occupations and the
bargaining agents employed.
The faculty, represented by the Maine
Teachers Association, received an across
the board 8.5 percent increase in pay for
the fiscal year 1979-80.(See related story.)
The service and maintenance employ-

ees, represented by the Teamsters Union,
received an across the board seven percent
pay raise retroactive to 1978. The new pay
schedule includes an additional raise of up
to four percent for most of the service and
maintenance personnel. The'Magnitude of
this percentage is dependent on the
number of years of employment at the
University.
Also included in the contract are
provisions for a:
—new grievance procedure
—tool allowance
—clothes allowance
—meal allowance.

Allfreshmen housed
at Orono campus
by Laura Proud
Staff Writer

For the first time in several years. all
UMO freshmen will be housed on the
Orono campus. according to Joline Morrison, Associate Director of Residential Life.
Morrison said no freshmen will be
housed at Bangor Community College, as
in the past, but most will live in triples on
the Orono campus.
According to Morrison. the recently
constructed York Village apartments opened up some dorm spaces. The
apartments are located behind York Hall,
and construction was completed during the
summer. About 200 upperclassmen will
live there this fall. approximately the same
number of freshmen who had to live at
BCC last year.
According to Faye tialbride, of the
Residential Life office at BCC. there will be
approximately 295 UMO students living on
the Bangor campus this fall. These are the
readmits and transfers who requested
housing from the University.
Upperclassmen who cancelled housing
contracts during the summer also eased
the housing situation. Morrison said a list

Acting shop steward, Frank St Louis,
was on the negotiating team involved in the
contract talks.

The secretarial and clerical workers, who
are not unionized, received an across the
board 9.5 percent pay increase.

"The new contract is a foundation to
build oti," he said. Negotiating "gives fou
pride and satisfaction that you are doing
something for the employees," he added.

The professional and administrative
staff, represented by the M.T.A., have a
memorandum similar-to the faculty agreement of last year. Negotiation for a formal
contract are still going on.

The University police, also represented
by the Teamsters Union, received salary
increases from seven to 11 percent,
retroactive to 1978. The amount of increase
received is based on seniority.
The police contract includes:
—a new grievance procedure.
—provisions for uniforms and equipment.
—a tuition waiver for up to two (2) threecredit courses.
—time and a half pay for necessary court
duty. •

was made of all upperclassmen whose
roommates had cancelled housing con'tracts with the University. This list was
sent to those students who now needed
roommates, and they chose new roommates from the list. "This freed up whole
rooms, allowing us to put freshmen in
those places. That made a big difference,"
Morrison said.
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Everybody's
Super Sandwich & Dairy Shoppe
26 Main St., OrGno 866-2400

Unlike last year, it is not expected that
students will have to live in basement
rooms of dorms, guest rooms, or any other
places other than regular student rooms.

Special thru Sept.9
loc
Fora Large Sandwich (your choice) with purchase II
of 2 Large Sandwiches at regular price.

Morrison said 5300 students of 9801
enrolled are housed by the University this
fall. This is about the same as past years,
and is expected to be the same in years to
come. The number of requests for housing
does not necessarily reflect enrollment,
Morrison said. She said the steady number
of housing requests reflects economic
factors, especially the energy shortage.
Living in a dorm can be less expensive than
living off-campus due to the price of
gasoline and heating fuel.

The memorandum is "not as comprehensive as the faculty contract," said
Samuel D'Amico, associate vice-chancellor
for employee relations.
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There are no plans to house students at
Stucco Lodge in Veazie. which the
University has put up for sale. In the past,
there have been limited numbers of
students living there.
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Free agent Keating beats the odds
some action at tilt
searching for a team that would need the career at Maine, will see
linebacker position.
hard hitting linebacker,

by Danno Hynes
Staff Writer
Maine football fans will have a favorite
on to cheer for this year When Watching
professional football games.
Chris Keating, last years outstanding
linebacker on the Black Bear football team
has made the final cut and will be playing
for the Buffalc Bills in the National
Football League this season. Keating, who
signed on with the Bills as a free agent, has
been a Cinderella story since reporting to
the Bills rookie camp.

knew Buffalo needed linebackers anii
when I talked to head coach Chuck Knox,
he guaranteed me that Chris would get a
chance," Bicknell said.
Bicknell said that being in the right place
at the right time has a lot to do with making
any professional team. Keating's biggest
break probably came when Buffalo's

'The odds ofafree agent
making the team
are staggering'
'Chris—has earned his spot

number one draft pick Tom Cousineau, a
linebacker from Ohio State decided to play
in the Canadian Football League. Cousineau's defection created the opening for
Keating to make the team.

"1 he odds of a free agent making the
team are staggering," said UMO head
coach Jack Bicknell. "Chris has impressed
the coaches from the very start and earneo
his spot on the team."

Bicknell feels that Keating, who was an
All New England selection, but never an
All Yankee Conference pick during his

on the team'

"Buffalo carrys only seven linebacker.
and linebackers go down like flies in pr
football so I expect Chris will get to see
lot of action with Buffalo." said Bicknel

Editor's plans
Keating is playing on the Bills speciality
teams and is one of seven linebackers on
the Buffalo team. When Keating did not
get chosen in the pro-football draft last
spring, Bicknell immediately began

Chris K eating

Turbyne puts
school behind
Danno Hynes
Staff Writer

The University of Maine's junior class
will be missing one of its more prestigious
members this fall as UMO students return
to class.
Ann Turbyne, UMO's world class shot
putter, has decided to take the school year
off in order to train for the 1980 summer
Olympics in Moscow. The Winslow. Maine
native is ranked as the number two
womens' shot putter in the nation, an
accomplishment she achieved when she
tossed the shot putt 55' 9'.z" last year.

Sports to take on a new look

Gavett named
assistant coach
Shelley H. Gavett, 24, has been
appointed assistant coach of women's
athletics and lecturer in physical education
at UMO. according to an announcement
made Thursday by Harold Westerman,
director of physical education and athletics.
The former physical education teacher
and coach of varsity field hockey, girl's
basketball and softball at Brewer High
School the past four years will assume her
duties at Lengyel Gym September 4.
Her UMO responsibilities on the coaching level will emphasize talent assessment
and will also include duties as assistant
women's basketball coach. The chief areas
of talent assessment will be field hockey,
women's basketball and softball.

Gavett is a 1972 graduate of the
University of Maine - Presque Isle and
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
health, physical education and recreation.
She was named UMPI Femals Athlete of
Turbyne is the current national AAU the Year in 1972.
Powerlifting title holder. She won that title
After graduation, she held coaching and
last May when she set two national teaching positions at Mount Desert High
records. Her three lifts combined for a total School and West Springfield (Mass.) High
of 1,118 pounds. In the squat she lifted School before accepting the coaching and
424.4 pounds, 237 pounds in the bench teaching posts at Brewer.
press and 457.5 pounds in the dead lift.
Shelley and her husband Peter, UMO
During the past year Turbyne has assistant men's varsity basketball coach,
competed in two world meets and is reside in Old Town.
presently competing in the World Universityames in Mexico City.
Before that she competed in the Pan
American Games, the world's second
largest athletic competition. hosted in
Puerto Rico. At the Pan American Games
Soccer
Turbyne missed a bronze medal by two and
one-half inches as she landed in fourth
4 inches.
/
place with a throw of 53 21
Sept.12 at Thomas
Turbyne did not fair so well at the
15 at BU
July.
late
in
Spartacade held in Moscow
22 at Rhode Island
She did not place in the top six positions as
26 BATES
the East Europea'n women dominated the
29 UMASSS
was
"
4
/
71
70'
event. The winning toss of
Oct. 2 at Colby
owned by an East German.
6 SO. CONNECTICUT
Undiscouraged by her showing in
9 COLBY
to
Moscow. Turbyne still plans to return
12 UNH
that city for the Olympics next year. While
15 BRIDGEPORT
a throw of seventy feet would seem to be
17 at Musson
almost impossible for Turbyne to accomp20 CONNECTICUT
lish during the next year she is setting a
24 at Bowdoin
more realistic goal of sixty feet for herself.
27 at Vermont
Regardless of how well she may do in
Moscow. the eyes of thousands of people
Weekend games begin at 10:00 a.m.,
weekday games at 2:30 p.m.
will be on the girl from UMO as she
represents the Uiiited States in the Soviet
Union.

Other Maine teams competing in field
hockey, cross country, golf, tennis, swimming, and volleyball will begin their 1979
Welcome back to UMO and to the sports campaigns this fall.
pages of the Maine Campus. The fall
The Campus will also feature sports
sports scene at Maine looks to be an
exciting one and the Maine Campus will be columns appearing twice a week. The
following it this year on a daily basis, the columns, which will be written by the
disappointments and triumphs of last
year's teams and individuals are now the newspatier's sports staff as well as an
past and every team will be starting from occasion?l visiting columnist, will discuss
the bottom once again.
the sports scene at UMO and also the
nationald and international sports scene.
An outstanding crop of freshmen and
returning experienced players will lead a
Professional sports coverage will also
confident Black Bear football team into its make its debut in the Maine campus this
toughest schedule ever.
fall. While there won't be any in-depth
game stories of features, we'll leave that to
Coach Doug Biggs' soccer team with a the bigger newspapers, there will be
roster heavily laden with freshmen will reports on the scores, standings and
begin a building year that will hopefully pennant races in professional sports.
make the Black Bear booters a team to be
The expansion of the Maine Campus to a
reckoned with in the Yankee Conference in
daily basis will allow for coverage in areas
the future.
not previously touched by the newspaper.
sports and intramural competition,
Club
experience
The UMO hockey team will
that have always had a lot of
areas
two
its maiden season in highly competitive
n by the student body but never
participatio
head
to
Division I. Maine will be in head
competition with such national powers as much recognition will finally get some
attention in the sports pages. The progress
UNH, BU and BC.
of UMO's athletic clubs will be followed
and intramural all-point races will be kept
The Black Bear basketball team will have
up to date.
Rufus Ilarris back for his final season and
The Maine Campus will have a new look
the team will play a tough schedule of
this fall and the sports pages will be a part
Marand
as
Alabama
such
opponents
of that new look.
quette.
by Danno Hynes
Staff Writer

Teams list fall sports schedules
Football

Sept. 8 TOWNSON ST ATE
15 BU
22 at UMass
29 CENT. CONN.
Oct. 6 at Rhode Island
13 UNH—Homecoming
20 CONNECTICUT
27 at Lafayette
Nov. 3 at Delaware
10 at Lehigh
17 NORTHEASTERN
Kickoff time is 1:30 p.m.

Women's Field Hockey Schedule
Sept.
8 at UMPI Tournament
17 at USM
21 at Vermont
22 at McGill
26 at UMF
29 at Colby
Oct.
2 at New Brunswick
3 at UMPI
10 at Bates
12 at UMF
15 at UMPI
19 at Plymouth
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young talent fills roster

Soccer

It

Southern Connecticut and the University
of Bridgeport have been added to this
seasons schedule. The reasons Coach
Biggs gave for the upgrading of the
schedule were a tougher slate will help in
recruiting and help when Maine is being
considered for tournaments. Biggs ranks
Southern Connecticut as the toughest
opponent UMO will face. Souther Conn.
was ranked 20th in the nation and fourth
overall in Divison II last season. They've
beaten Connecticut rival UConn in two
pre-season matches.
Other tough teams UMO battles include
UConn, which made the national quarterfinals last season with a young team,
Rhode Island, Vermont. Massachusetts,
and Boston University in the Yankee
Conference, and in-state rivals Thomas
College and Bates College. It will be a
rugged, uphill climb.

by Dale McGarrigle
Staff Writer
The 1978 sOccer season was a harsh
introduction to college coaching for rookie
coach Doug Biggs. An 0-6 record in the
highly competitive Yankee Conference, a
4-10 record overall, and a team which
scored only 22 goals while allowing 49 were
all factors in the debacle of last season.
Coach Biggs lamented, "We didn't
convert goal opportunities. This forced up
to play defense too much. We also had
little depth."
But with superlative recruiting and a
solid corps of veterans, Black Bear soccer
should rise again; a phoenix from the ashes
of last year's disastrou season.
The 1979 squad is composed primarily of
freshmen. Biggs has recruited the largest
number of freshmen and by far the most
talented group to come to Maine. Coach
Biggs said "Seven of the starting eleven
players could be freshmen."
One weakness of the freshmen is that
they will have to make the transition from
high school to collegiate soccer. They'll
experience a baptism under fire in the 1979
Maine schedule.

of

cer.
pr
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Senior Mike Davee, although hampered
by two ankle injuries, will be competing for
his job with freshmen Todd Grafton, Kevin
Matherson, Tom Stocker, and Jim Hassler.
Davee split goalie duty last season with
Tom LaPrise, who has transferred to
Western New England College.

Biggs, along with assistant coaches Bob
Szumowski and George Soucie and former
USM assistant Kevin McDonnell, have
been evaluating players' skills and fitness
levels, and also running drills stressing
improving skills and tactical buildup. Over
the summer, the players were given a
six-day per week conditioning program,
which consisted of three days of long, slow
running for time and three days of Fautlek
running, a combination of sprinting and
jobbing. There is an air of enthusiasm
about the training camp. Coach Biggs
commented, "The players' attitudes are
super. Everyone's been working very hard.
These guys are all dedicated to the game.
They think, eat and sleep soccer."
Last spring, Coach Biggs weaned twenty
players out of the ninety who originally
tried out, and invited them back to fall
practice. This season, Biggs plans to carry
an 18-man varsity traveling team, and a
12-man "B" team, which will be used as a
feeder unit for the traveling team.
Despite the rugged schedule, the 1979
Black Bears soccer team should have a
good season, much better than last years
frustrating campaign. Injuries, or the lack
of injuries will play a part in this scenario,
but the team could finish with a
respectable .500 season. That would
certainly be a welcome change.

Defense looks solid and deep, with junior
college transfer Dan Spedden, sophomore
Jim Herlihy, and freshmen Dave Harmon
(Bonny Eagle), Kendall Osbourne and
Dave Myers (Waterville), Dean Ludwick
(Phoenixville, PA), and Denny Myles and
Jeff Smith (West Springfield, MA) competing for the three fullback jobs.
The midfield is veteran-oriented. Those
returning midfielders are senior (last
year's captain) Ron Chieffo, junior Mike
Osbourne, and sophomores Steve Andreasen, John Quigley, and Andy Pease. Bill
Meader is one of the few frosh midfielders.
A swarming, attacking forward kne can
also be anticipated. Forwards included
returning veterans John Hardy and Mike
Foster (seniors) and Peter Baker and Dave
Wakana (juniors) and freshmen Steve
Hallowell (Cape Elizabeth), Bruce Howston (Melborne, PA), and Mike Lyman,
Frank Neffinger, and Mike Pechulis (West
Springfield, MA).
With a stingy defense and a wide-open
offense, last year's goal statistics should be
reversed. There is evidence of improvement early in the pre-season.
The players returned to UMO the last
week of August to begin training. Coach

UMAINE Bears ready for tough'79 schedule

ield
im979

Women's teams
speed than last year's squad that finished
with a 3-7-1 record.
Looking at this season's schedule that
includes contests with UMass, URI and
Lehigh. Bicknell said, "This will be a very
challenging year for us but we're looking
forward to it. I feel we are now a good

by Danno Hynes
Staff Writer

)rts

The UMO football team will begin its
1979 campaign this Saturday at the UMO
football field against Townson State.
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Bicknell has 26 freshmen on this year's
team and many will play key roles early in
the season.

set meetings

"I'm not expecting great things out of
them right off," Bicknell said. "They are
freshmen and will have their hands full
adjusting to college football as well as
college life and I realize that."
Bicknell picks UMass, which went on to
the post season playoffs last year, as the
team to beat once again but he also noted
that teams such as BU. URI, and UConn
have made considerable efforts to improve
themselves.
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"We are a better football team than last
year's in a lot of ways and we may surprise
some people this year," Bicknell said.
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Sept. 3 Cross Country, Bennett Hall,
6 I'M
4 Field Hockey, Room 127 LH,
3 PM (Dress for activity)
4 Tennis, Lengyel Gym, 3:30
PM
5 Volleyball, Room 125 LH, 4
PM
6 Softball, Room 125 LH, 3:30
PM
13 Basketball, Lengyel Gym, 2
PM (Dress for Activity)
18 Gymnastics. Gymnastics
Room-Memorial Gym, 6 PM
611

16.
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Fourth-year head coach Jack Bicknell
has had the Black Bears practicing in
double sessions since Aug. 19 and the team
is free of any serious injuries as it heads in
to Saturday's opener. Led by tri-captains
Joe Lipinski. Jon Weed and Tom Sullivan.
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Men! Women! Jobs! Cruiseships!
Yachts! No experience. Good pay!
Europe! Australia! So. Amer.
World! Send $4.95 for ApplicationInfo-Referrals to CRUISEWORLD
87, Box 60129. Sacto, Ca. 95860.
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the Black Bears will have more size and
enough team to be considered a legitimate
threat. We don't have to sneak up on teams
like Lehigh and UNH who may not have
taken us too seriously last season."(Maine
tied UNH 7-7 and beat Lehigh 21-18.)

FRYE, STANDARD,
for the boot of your life

FRYE

Texan, 41, wi do a relaxed three
week tour of southern France
Christmas and New Year's as
background research for a crime
novel chase. He would like to invite
an elegant, literate. lye League lady
who would enjoy exploring winter
France for posh hideouts for the
novel's characters. Please write
Mark Wilder, P.O. Box 11EE, San
Antonio, Tx., 78201, telling about
yourself. Please include your telephone number and a recent photo.
graph.

MAINE CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
This coupon
towards one classified ad in the

is good
Maine Campus when accompanied with 10c per word per issue.
Message:_
Classified and personal advertisements may be placed at the
Maine Campus Business offices through Friday during regular
business hours.

BINCHCRAF TED SINCE 1863

11101'

See the large
selection of FRYE'
Boots for men
and women.

*STANDARD
Do,„„JAN B•Nk,op•BANGop mA,,•0
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•Crackdown
[continued from page 2]
parents who objected to the open fraternity
parties which took away business and
served alcohol to minors.
Dormitories rarely had liquor violations
because the students were under thesupervision of resident assistants. Reynolds explained. _
_ _
The rigor of the enforcement this year
will depend or. whether students remember the arrests of last year. Robinson said.
"It's kind of up to the campus,"
Robinson advised. "If there's nothing
going on up there, we (the bureau)
probably won't be up. But if kids continue
the way they did (at the beginning of last
year), we'll have to come up again."
Reynolds said there is no fraternity that
can get around the law.
Under Maine law, a person must be dole
to walk up to where the alcohol is being
served and consume as much as desired
without paying. The law prohibits the use

of chits, token, cover charges or requiring
persons to buy items before entering.
The liquor policy in the state has gone
through much change in the last 10 years.
Prior to 1969, the University would take
disciplinary action if liquor was found in
dormitory rooms.
That year, the University changed this
policy allowing students to have liquor in
their rooms.
"There was really no way they (the
police) could regulate that," said Linda R.
White, who graduated in 1970.
David Bright attended UMO during this
period. "As long as both roomies agreed
there was no problem, they (the police)
didn't bother you," he said.
Both White and Bright agreed that
fraternity drinking was always allowed.
White said in the 1960s "they didn't
arrest kids, they took care of it on
campus."

•Housing
[continued from page .11
Such a decision will not be made until
the middle of October when projections on
the number of on-campus students and the
cost of oil are made.

"We don't like to do it," Moriarty said,
"but we're required to have a balanced
budet."

•Tuition

Gardeners put finishing touches on shrubbery in .front of hiemortal Union in one of
the last lazy days of summer. [Photo by Bill Mason].

[continued from page 31
In comparison with other New England
state colleges. UMO tuition rates fall right
in the middle of the scale. The $895 per
year in-state tuition rate of Maine is more
expensive than the University of Massachusetts ($625) and the University of
Rhode Island ($872). It is less expensive
than the University of Connecticut ($1048).
the University of New Hampshire ($1150)
and the University of Vermont ($1500).

Maine's $2,688 out-of-state tuition fee
falls fourth behind UMass ($2150), UConn
($2388) and URI($2,508). The University of
New Hampshire and UVM are last ($3700
and $4150 respectively).
Tuition for state of Maine residents has
been raised five times in ten years for a
total increase of $445. Out-of-state rates
have been raised six times in the ten-year
period for a total increase of $1,338.

Come in and see us whether
you want a savings or checking
account.
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We are here to offer
efficient service in a pleasant
relaxing atmosphere.

by(

We are a full service bank
dealing in:

Orono Office
Merchants
National
Bank of Bangor

B

by Susa
Staff

Maybe you iust
want to talk about finances.

at 69 Main Street

vol.

Savings Accounts
Checking Accounts
Loans
Mortgages
Master Charge

fie
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